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Important	URLs

• calibrate	-	provides	methods	for	supporIng	thermodynamic	
model	calibraIon	using	modern	Bayesian	staIsIcal	methods;	
provides	tools	to	interface	with	properIes	and	experimental	
phase	equilibrium	databases;	implements	an	architecture	for	
replicable	calibraIon	and	provides	visualizaIon	and	staIsIcal	
tools	for	calibraIon	assessment	

• coder	-	provides	methods	for	construcIon	of	thermodynamic	
models	using	symbolic	mathemaIcal	expressions	and	for	
automated	generaIon	of	expressions	for	derivaIve	
thermodynamic	properIes	and	for	source	code	implementaIon;	
generates	“C”	code	for	inclusion	in	the	phases	module	and	C++	
code	for	generaIon	of	computaIonal	libraries	that	support	fluid	
dynamical	modeling	soTware	

• core	-	provides	an	interface	to	our	legacy	objecIve	C	code	base	
and	implements	generic	composiIonal	transformaIon	rouInes	

• equilibrate	-	provides	methods	that	implement	equilibrium	
calculaIons,	including	generic	equilibrium	calculators	for	Gibbs	
free	energy,	Helmholtz	free	energy,	enthalpy	and	entropy	
minimizaIon	as	well	as	open	system	calculaIons;	MELTS;	
speciaIon	models	(DEW);	equilibrium	calculators	for	systems	
missing	an	omnicomponent	phase;	phase	diagram	and	pseudo	
secIon	generators	

• graphics	-	provides	methods	for	graphical	display	of	properIes	
and	phase	diagrams	

• model	-	methods	for	loading	legacy	databases	and	coder	
generated	model	implementaIons;	convenience	methods	for	
accessing	reacIon-based	funcIons;	integrated	with	the	phases	
module		

• phases	-	methods	implemenIng	a	uniform	standardized	API	for	
accessing	thermodynamic	properIes	of	pure	phases	and	
soluIon	phases;	Ightly	integrated	with	the	model	and	coder	
modules

SoTware	Framework
The	ENKI	soTware	ecosystem	aims	to	provide:	

• a	central	pla`orm	for	access	to	models	and	data	-	interacIve	
Jupyter	notebooks	

• a	consistent	and	standardized	APIs	for	coded	models	
• consistent	and	standardized	interfaces	to	underlying	databases	
• a	mechanism	for	building	model	connecIons	and	complex	
model	scenarios	-	model	workflows	

• a	mechanism	for	documenIng	model	development	and	model	
usage	to	address	the	goal	of	both	replicable	and	reproducible	
science	

• a	mechanism	for	publicaIon	and	sharing	of	models	and	
calculaIons	that	are	based	on	models	or	combinaIons	of	
models

The	principal	ENKI	API	is	the	ThermoEngine	Python	package,	
which	provides	an	interface	to	compiled	libraries	that	implement	
thermodynamic	property	retrieval	and	computaIonal	
thermodynamics	algorithms.	Modules	include:

Jupyter 
Notebook

Obj-CPython

C What	is	ENKI?
ENKI	 is	 a	 collaboraIve	model	 configuraIon	 and	 tesIng	 portal	whose	
aim	 is	 to	 transform	 research	 and	 educaIon	 in	 the	 fields	 of	
geochemistry,	petrology	and	geophysics.	 	ENKI	provides	soTware	tools	
in	 computaIonal	 thermodynamics	 and	 fluid	 dynamics.	 	 It	 supports	
development	and	access	to	thermochemical	models	of	Earth	materials	
on	a	Jupyter	server	pla`orm	via	Python-based	APIs,	and	establishes	a	
standard	 infrastructure	of	soTware	 libraries	that	permit	these	models	
to	be	integrated	into	fluid	dynamical	transport	codes.

Why	is	ENKI	needed?
ENKI	 allows	 scienIfic	 quesIons	 to	 be	 answered	 by	 quanItaIve	
simulaIons	that	are	presently	difficult	to	impossible	because	of	the	
lack	of	 interoperable	 soTware	 frameworks.	 	 ENKI	modernizes	how	
thermodynamic	 and	 fluid	 dynamic	 models	 are	 used	 by	 the	 Earth	
science	 community	 in	 five	 fundamental	 ways:	 (1)	 provenance	
tracking	 enables	 automaIc	 documentaIon	 of	 model	 development	
and	execuIon	workflows,	(2)	soTware	tools	assist	users	in	updaIng	
thermochemical	 models	 as	 new	 data	 become	 available,	 with	 the	
ability	to	merge	these	data	and	models	into	exisIng	repositories	and	
frameworks,	(3)	automated	code	generaIon	eliminates	the	need	for	
users	 to	manually	 code	 library	modules,	 (4)	 visualizaIon	 tools	 and	
standard	test	suites	 facilitate	validaIon	of	model	outcomes	against	
observaIonal	 data,	 (5)	 collaboraIve	 groups	 share	 and	 archive	
models	 and	 modeling	 workflows	 with	 associated	 provenance	 for	
publicaIon,	 (6)	 “container”	 publicaIon	 of	 Jupyter	 notebooks	 and	
associated	 soTware	 facilitates	 replicability	 and	 reproducibility	 of	
scienIfic	workflows.
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to the problem requires identi!cation of the 
chemical mechanisms that allow carbon to be 
removed from subducted lithosphere and to 
enter the magma that feeds volcanic eruptions.

When lithosphere is subducted, it is heated 
and pressurized. Volatile elements within the 
slab are lost from the rock and transferred to 
a "uid phase. #ese mobile, buoyant "uids 
readily escape upwards into the mantle wedge. 
#e water in the "uid lowers the melting point 
of the rocks, eventually triggering melting of 
the mantle and eruptions at arc volcanoes. 
However, thermodynamic models of this 
devolatilization process assume that only 
water and carbon dioxide are removed from 
the slab14,15. If so, relatively little carbon can be 
stripped from the slab beneath the arc — not 
enough to account for the signi!cant amounts 
of carbon found in arc magmas. Dissolution 
may play a role, and it is known that minerals 
dissolve in subduction-zone "uids to a much 
greater degree than in shallower settings16. 
However, there has been little evidence from 
real subduction zones that a dissolution 
process could close the carbon imbalance.

To !ll this gap, Ague and Nicolescu5 
studied the composition of marbles, that is, 
metamorphosed rocks comprised mostly 
of the calcium carbonate minerals calcite or 
aragonite, that were exhumed from a roughly 

50-million-year-old subduction zone in 
Greece. #ey identi!ed layers in the marbles 
that appeared systematically altered by 
"uids, and showed that the marbles had been 
in!ltrated by "uids derived from elsewhere in 
the slab, as demonstrated by isotopic analyses. 
On comparison with unaltered marbles, Ague 
and Nicolescu found that between 60 to 90% 
of carbon dioxide had been stripped from 
the altered marbles — much greater volumes 
than could have been removed by simple 
devolatilization processes alone. Most 
importantly, calcium had been removed from 
the altered marbles in amounts equal to the 
carbon dioxide. #is is a smoking gun for the 
dissolution of calcium carbonate minerals, 
such as calcite and aragonite, because they 
possess equal molar concentrations of calcium 
and carbon. #e results therefore imply that 
large volumes of calcium carbonate minerals 
were dissolved by the in!ltrating "uids, 
providing a novel and potentially voluminous 
pathway for slab de-carbonation.

#e precise cause of such large-scale 
dissolution of calcium carbonate minerals 
during subduction remains unclear. Calcium 
carbonate, for example, should dissolve more 
readily in pure water at high pressures and 
temperatures17,18, but is still quite resistant to 
dissolution. Variations in the acidity, oxygen 

fugacity and salinity of the subduction-zone 
"uids may conspire to dramatically raise 
the solubility of carbonate minerals19,20, but 
this possibility needs further investigation. 
It is also not clear that the dissolution and 
transport of carbon occurred at a depth 
su$cient to directly supply the arc-magma 
source — additional dissolution and transport 
steps may be necessary.

#e !nding of signi!cant calcium 
carbonate dissolution in the subducting slab 
may also have a bearing on ideas about carbon 
subduction and recycling through time. 
Current thinking regarding the amounts of 
carbon returned to Earth’s surface through 
volcanism is based on measurements at 
today’s active volcanoes. But the data from 
Greece were obtained from a 50-million-
year-old subduction system. It is possible that 
carbonate subduction was more voluminous 
then, compared with today. It would be 
interesting to make quantitative use of the 
geologic record to inform our investigation 
of the deep carbon cycle — for today and in 
the past.

Ague and Nicolescu5 demonstrate that 
dissolution of carbonate minerals provides an 
important pathway for the transfer of carbon 
from subducting slabs back to arc volcanoes 
and eventually to the atmosphere. #is !nding 
will spark new studies on the chemical cycling 
of material in subduction zones — not just of 
carbon, but of all important elements. S
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Figure 1 | The deep carbon cycle. Carbon stored in sediments and oceanic lithosphere is transferred into 
the deeper Earth by subduction. During subduction, high temperatures and pressures drive chemical 
reactions that release some carbon from the subducting slab, transferring it to buoyant fluids and 
eventually back to Earth’s surface for release at arc volcanoes. However, current thermodynamic models 
of the chemical evolution of subducting slabs assume that only volatile components are transferred to the 
fluids, and they fail to explain the amount of carbon dioxide emitted by volcanism. Ague and Nicolescu5 
analyse the composition of ancient subduction-zone rocks exhumed in Greece and show that in addition 
to devolatilization, subduction-zone fluids can cause large-scale dissolution of carbonate minerals, 
helping to balance the deep carbon cycle. C, carbon; CO2, carbon dioxide; CH4, methane.
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